Redesign work. Reimagine the future.
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Today’s changes and tomorrow’s uncertainties are redefining
your organization and how you work
According to CFOs surveyed in the June 2020 PwC US CFO Pulse Survey:

54%

will make remote work
a permanent option.

81%

are prioritizing changing
workplace safety
measures as they return
to the workplace.

49%

expect new technology
investments will position
them better for the long
term.

Embrace change and transform your workforce and workplace
Create an inclusive future of work by building adaptable,
engaging, and trusted work experiences for your
employees, customers, communities, and ecosystem.

It’s time to reimagine and redesign the workforce and workplace
Look beyond the new normal and embrace the ever-changing reality of our future. Rise
to new levels of business resiliency with solutions that provide an adaptable, engaging,
and trusted experience for your employees, customers, communities, and ecosystem.

Cisco Secure Remote
Workforce helps you:

Empower workers to be productive anywhere
Optimize each unique worker experience for performance, cost, and security
Extend enterprise-class operations to the home
Flexible Remote Access
Provide a safe and consistent work experience from anywhere

Secure Remote Collaboration
Enable deeper team engagement and productivity
Remote Contact Center
Scale, secure, and optimize contact center remote agent
and supervisor capabilities
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
Provide a secure full-desktop and application experience
to users on any device, anywhere in the world
Remote Expert Access
Provide simple, secure access to experts to enhance the
customer experience
Optimized Application Experience
Use real-time insights into distributed application and
service performance to optimize the user experience

Cisco Trusted Workplace
helps you:

Maintain worker safety and wellness
Evolve to a secure and seamless distributed work model
Expand operational consistency across environments
Secure Access
Provide consistent, identity-based secure access to the
network for users and devices
Seamless Collaboration
Enable team ideation and collaboration across devices,
distributed teams, locations, and organizations
Remote Operations
Maintain your operations using secure, policy-based
remote connectivity into the operational domain
Social Density Automation
Monitor configurable building and room capacity levels
and automate intelligent touchless experiences
Proximity Reporting
Ensure workplace safety and compliance in facilities by
reducing employee risk of exposure
Asset and Facility Monitoring
Use sensors and real-time wireless location data to monitor
critical assets and facilities

Explore the opportunities
in your industry
See how our solutions can solve business
resiliency challenges and accelerate
transformation in your industry.

Ready to reimagine your workforce and workplace?
TA
info@arkphire.com
www.arkphire.com

